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1. Statement of results 
Let G be a topological group and let R be a commutative ring. The automor- 
phisms of G which induce the identity homomorphism on cohomology with coeffi- 
cients in R of the classifying space BG form a subgroup Aut*(G; R) of the group 
of all automorphisms Aut(G). In this paper we investigate how this subgroup is 
related to other, better known, subgroups of the automorphism group. 
It is well known that the group of inner automorphisms Inn(G) is a subgroup of 
Aut*(G; R). More generally, we define a group Aut,(G; R) 2 Inn(G) consisting of 
the automorphisms of G which are restrictions of those inner automorphisms of the 
group ring RG which normalize the subset G c RG. In Section 2 we show that 
Aut,.,(G; R) c Aut*(G; R). 
Little is known about Autu(G; R). Let Z be the ring of integers. For finite p- 
groups Coleman [4] has proved that Aut&G; Z) = Inn(G). In Section 3 we prove 
that the same is true for all finite groups with normal Sylow 2-subgroups. For an 
arbitrary group G we show that Aut,(G; Z)/Inn(G) is an elementary abelian 
2-group. In other words, any automorphism from Autu(G; Z) performed twice 
becomes inner. We did not find any example of a group G for which Inn(G)# 
Aut,(G; 77). 
In Section 3 we also prove that Aut,(G; R) is contained in the group Aut,(G) 
consisting of the automorphisms preserving conjugacy classes. If R is a field and 
charR{IGl, then Aut&G; R)=Aut,(G) and Aut*(G; R)=Aut(G). 
We conclude the paper by discussing some relations between the groups 
Aut*(G; R) and Au&(G). Such relations are suggested by the Atiyah spectral se- 
quence [l]: for a compact Lie group G all automorphisms from Aut*(G; Z) act 
trivially on the graded ring associated with complex representation ring R(G). On 
the other hand Aut,(G) consists of those automorphisms which act trivially on 
R(G) itself. In this context the conjecture: Aut*(G; Z) c Aut,(G) arises in a natural 
way. Using characteristic classes of complex representations we show in Section 4 
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that for connected Lie groups Aut*(G; Q) c Am,(G), where Q is the field of ra- 
tionals. Similarly we prove that if G is a finite group and p is a prime number, then 
any y?~Aut*(G; Zp) preserves the conjugacy classes of elements of order p. 
Assuming that the order of (D is prime top we even show that 9 preserves the con- 
jugacy class of every element whose order is a power of p. Unfortunately, in general 
Aut*(G; Z) is not contained in Au&(G). In Example 4.5 we construct an automor- 
phism q : G+G of a finite group of order 2332 such that V)E Aut*(G; Z)\Aut,(G). 
For an arbitrary finite solvable group G we prove that the order of Aut*(G; Z) 
is divisible only by the primes dividing the order of G. Hence for a p-group G, 
Aut*(G; Z) is also ap-group. We still do not know whether for finitep-groups holds 
Aut*(G; Z) c Am,(G). 
2. Group ring units normalizing the group 
In this section we first assume that G is an arbitrary discrete group. Let RG be 
the group ring of G with coefficients from a commutative ring R. As usual, 
E : RG + R will denote the augmentation homomorphism: E( C r(g)g) = 1 r(g). 
Let CJ be the group of invertible elements in RG. Clearly G c U and we can 
consider N,(G) - the normalizer of G in U. For any u E N,(G) the inner auto- 
morphism @,u (x) = uxu- ’ of RG determines an automorphism ~7, of G. The stan- 
dard argument for inner automorphisms can be adopted as follows to prove that 
pz=id:H*(G; R)+H*(G; R). Recall that H”(-; -) can be regarded as a contra- 
variant functor on the category of pairs (G; A) with G a group and A an RG- 
module. A morphism (9, a) : (G; A) + (G, ; A r) in this category consists of a group 
homomorphism p : G-G, and a map (x : A, +A which is a homomorphism of 
RG-modules if A, is regarded as an RG-module via p. In particular, for any RG- 
module A one can consider the morphism (p,, ii) : (G; A)+(G; A) given by 
qo,:G+G, ii(a)=u?~~. 
2.1. Proposition. Let ueN,(G) and E(U) = 1. For an arbitrary RG-module A the 
induced homomorphism on cohomology 
((D,,u)*: H*(G; A)+H*(G; A) 
is the identity map. 
Proof. Copy word by word the proof of Proposition 16.2 in [6]. 0 
Assigning to every u EN,(G) the automorphism vu : G+G we obtain a homo- 
morphism N,(G)+Aut(G). We denote its image by Aut,(G; R). We define 
Aut*(G; R)={y,Iq*=id: H*(G; R)+H*(G; R)}. Au&(G) will denote the group 
of automorphisms preserving all conjugacy classes. 
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2.2. Corollary. Aut,(G; R) c Aut*(G; R). 
Proof. Let pu~Autu(G; R). Notice that qU=v)” where U=E(U-‘). u. But E(U)= 1 
hence (p,*= id. 0 
2.3. Proposition. If G is a finite group, then Aut”(G; R) c Au&(G). 
Proof. Pick a conjugacy class C of G. Consider the central element c = C,, c g E RG. 
For any u E N,(G) we have 
Both sides of this equation are sums of different group elements. Therefore 
pu(g)EC for gEC. q 
We will need later the following statement about the order of the group Au&(G). 
2.4. Proposition. Let G be a finite group. The order of Au&(G) (and hence of 
Aut,(G; R)) is divisible only by those primes which divide the order of G. 
Proof. Suppose we have an automorphism p~Aut,(G) of order prime to G. We 
can assume that vq= id for some prime number q not dividing ICI. We prove that 
IJJ = id. Consider the fixed point subgroup H= (g E G 1 p(g) =g}. The assumption 
about q implies that the intersection Hf3C is nonempty for every conjugacy class 
C in G. Thus the conjugates of H cover the whole group G; that forces H= G. 0 
The group AutU(G; R) depends very much on the coefficient ring R. For 
example 
2.5. Proposition. If R is a field of characteristic not dividing the order of the finite 
group G, then Aut”(G; R) = Au&(G). (Obviously in this case: Aut*(G; R)= 
Aut(G).) 
Proof. By the Maschke Theorem RG is semisimple and Artinian. By Wedderburn’s 
Theorem it is a direct sum of matrix rings over division rings. Pick cp E Au&(G). 
Let @ be the linear extension of (o to an automorphism of RG. Clearly @ fixes the 
central idempotents of RG. In particular @ preserves the decomposition of RG into 
simple rings. Moreover, each of the matrix summands is transformed so that its 
centre is pointwise fixed. By the Noether-Skolem Theorem (cf. [5, Theorem 4.3.11) 
@J is inner on each summand. That implies pEAutU(G; R). 0 
On the other hand we have the following statement extending a result of Coleman 
141. 
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2.6. Theorem. Let G be a finite group and let 9 E Aut(G). If v ERG is such that it 
satisfies 
(i) E(V) @pR for some prime p, 
(ii) vx= &x)v for all XE G, 
then for any p-subgroup P in G there exists an inner automorphism a E Inn(G) such 
that ay, keeps P pointwise fixed. 
Proof. We follow the line of Coleman’s proof. The group G acts on its underlying 
set G by permutations. Namely, gE G acts as a,: G-i;, as(x) =cp(g-‘).xg. The 
element v = C v(g)g E RG can be viewed as a function v : I;-+ R, g ++ v(g) E R. From 
condition (ii) it follows that v is constant on the orbits of the above action. 
Let P be anyp-subgroup in G. We restrict the above action to P. Now the cardina- 
lity of each orbit is a power of p. Condition (i) implies the existence of a fixed point 
hEC;. But then for all geP holds qJ(g-‘)hg=a,(h)=h, i.e., q$g)=hgh-‘. It is 
enough to set a(x) = h - ‘xh for XE G. 0 
2.1. Corollary. Let P be a Sylow p-subgroup of a finite group G. For any 
v, E Aut,(G; Z) there exists a E Inn(G) such that acp(x) =x for all XE P. 
2.8. Corollary. If G is a finite p-group, then Aut,(G; Z) = Inn(G). 
3. The group Aut&G; Z) 
In this section we investigate the group AutU(G; Z) which will be denoted by 
AutU(G) for short. Here G is an arbitrary group. When studying the integral group 
ring ZG the map * : zG+ZG, (1 a(g)g)*= C a(g)g-’ plays an essential role (cf. 
[9]). It is an anti-involution with a very useful property: if a E ZG and aa* = 1, then 
a = fg for some g E G. Now we use it to characterize N,(G). Let us denote by 
Z(ZG) the centre of ZG. 
3.1. Proposition. Let u be a unit of ZG. Then u E N,(G) if and only if u*u E Z(ZG). 
Proof. Assume first that ueN,(G). Let rp be the image of u in Aut&G). For any 
XE G we have uxu-’ = p(x). Applying * to both sides and substituting x-x-’ we 
get (u*)-‘xu*=v)(x) or x=u*&x)(u*)-‘. Thus 
(u*u)x(u*u)-l=u*(uxU~l)(u*)-l=u*o)(x)(u*)-l=x 
and so u*u E Z(ZG). 
Conversely, suppose u*u E Z(ZG). For every XE G we must check that uxu-1 E G. 
But 
(UXUK1). (uxu~1)*=ux(u*u)-‘x-‘u*=uu*(u*u)-’= 1 
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as UU*=U(U*U)U-‘=u*u. Thus uxu-l= kg. But E(uxu~~)=E(x)=~, so uxu-‘EG 
as desired. 0 
3.2. Theorem (J. Krempa). Aut,(G)/Inn(G) is an elementary abelian 2-group. 
Proof. Let v, E Autu(G) be the image of u ENS. Consider u = U*U- ’ E U. We 
have 
uu*=24*2.~1(U-1)*U=U*@*U)-‘U=(U*U)(U*U)-’= 1. 
We also have E(U) = 1 so u = g for some g E G. Consequently U* = gu and gu’ = 
u *u = c E S(ZG). But 
&x)=U2xU-2- -g-‘cxc-‘g=g-‘xg for all XEG, 
i.e., rp2 E Inn(G). A group in which every element is of order two must be abelian 
and hence elementary abelian. 0 
3.3. Remark. Let UEN~(G). In the proof of Theorem 3.2 we saw that u*=gu for 
some gEG. Applying * to this equality we get: u=(gu)*=u*g-‘=gug-‘, i.e., g 
commutes with U. We record this observation for later use. 
How big can the group Aut,(G)/Inn(G) be? We did not find any example of a 
group G for which Aut&G)#Inn(G). On the contrary, Corollary 2.8 says the 
equality holds for all finite p-groups. Moreover, we have 
3.4. Theorem. If G is a group of odd order, then Aut,(G)=Inn(G). 
Proof. According to 3.2 the index of Inn(G) in AutU(G) must be a power of 2. 
However 2.4 guarantees that the order of Aut&G) is odd. Hence 
Inn(G) = Aut,(G). 0 
We were trying to extend 3.4 to all finite groups. The next theorem is the most 
general result in this direction which we are able to prove. 
For a fixed Sylow 2-subgroup P of G let us denote by ZP the set of all involutions 
in Aut”(G) which keep P pointwise fixed: 
1P={~~Autu(G)1~2=id and pjp=id}. 
3.5. Theorem. If Ipc Inn(G) for a Sylow 2-subgroup PC G, then Aut,(G) = 
Inn(G). 
Proof. Suppose that I, c Inn(G) and consider any u, E Aut,(G). By Corollary 2.7 
we can assume that V(X) =x for all XE P. By Theorem 3.2 there exists an element 
z E G such that p2(x) =z- ‘xz for all XE G. There exist elements g, h E (z) such that 
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z =gh2, the order of g is a power of 2 and h has odd order. Let u E Inn(G) be 
defined as a(x)=hxh-‘. By Remark 3.3 we conclude that ay,=p,a. 
Moreover, a keeps P pointwise fixed as h E (z) c C,(P). Therefore the automor- 
phism I+U=CXO~~ satisfies &Y)=x for XEP, t,~~(x)=a~cp~(x)=g-~xg and g is a 
2-element. Thus there will be no loss of generality if we assume that u,~(x) = z- ‘xz 
and that the order of z is a power of 2. 
As v21P=idP, z is a 2-element centralizing P. Therefore ZEZ(P), the centre of 
P. Our aim is to show that z has a square root in Z(P). 
The element u E N,(P) defining a, satisfies x _ ‘2.4~ = 2.4 for all x E P. Consequently, 
the function u : G+Z is constant on the orbits of P when it acts on G by conjuga- 
tion. As 2{&(u) there must be a fixed point g E supp(u). Clearly g E C,(P). 
Let u be the linear projection of u onto Z[C,(P)] c ZG. We already know that 
u #O. Let B E Z,[C,(P)] be the reduction of u modulo 2. We have 
card(supp(n)) = E(U) = E(D) = E(U) = 1 (mod 2), 
i.e., supp(0) consists of an odd number of elements from C,(P). 
The identity u * = zu from the proof of Theorem 3.2 implies 8* = z0 as z E C,(P). 
Pick an element xl E supp(U). Then zxl =xzl for some x2e supp(~). Also 2x2 = 
z(x; ‘z- ‘) =x;’ as x1 E C,(P) and z E P. Thus supp(tJ) can be written as a disjoint 
union of subsets {xl, x2} with wl =x2 ‘. Because card(supp(6)) is odd we must have 
xl =x2 for at least one of those subsets. Then wl =x;‘, i.e., z=xc2. Here xl is a 
2-element from C,(P), hence xl E Z(P) and z has a square root in Z(P), as desired. 
Let a E Inn(G) be defined as a(x) =x; ‘xyt . We can see as in the proof of 
Theorem 3.4 that acpeZpc Inn(G). Thus also V)E Inn(G). 0 
We are now ready for the proof of a common generalization of Corollary 2.8 and 
Theorem 3.4. 
3.6. Theorem. If G has a normal Sylow 2-subgroup, then Aut,(G) = Inn(G). 
Proof. Let P be the normal Sylow 2-subgroup of G. It is enough to verify that the 
set of involutions Z, is contained in Inn(G). Take any cp E Zp. Theorem 3.4 implies 




is the identity. As (IPI, IQI)= 1 so H’(Q; Z(P)) = 0 when Q acts on Z(P) via con- 
jugation in G. The proof is now completed by Satz 17.1 .c in [7, Chapter I]. 17 
3.7. Question. Is Aut,(G)=Inn(G) for all finite groups? 
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4. Automorphisms and characteristic classes 
We apply here the characteristic classes of complex representations and the 
Atiyah spectral sequence [l] to investigate properties of Aut*(G; R). We start with 
4.1. Proposition. Let ~1 be an automorphism of a compact Lie group G. 
(i) If p E Aut*(G; Zp) for a prime p, then q~ preserves the conjugacy classes of 
elements of order p. 
(ii) If q~ E Aut*(G; Q) and G is connected, then p preserves all conjugacy classes 
of G. 
For a compact Lie group G we denote by R(G) its complex representation ring 
and by Z(G) = ker(dim : R(G) +Z) its augmentation ideal. The proof of Proposition 
4.1 will be based on the following observations due to Atiyah [l] and Atiyah and 
Hirzebruch [2]. 
4.2. Lemma. (i) For a cyclic group C of prime order p the total Chern class defines 
a monomorphism c : Z(C)- H**(C; Z&p>. 
(ii) Let T be a torus group. The Chern character ch(T) : R(T)M H**(BT; Q) is 
a monomorphism. 
Proof of Proposition 4.1. (i) Let V be an arbitrary complex representation of G. 
The total Chern class is natural with respect to group homomorphisms and therefore 
c(a, *V) = c(V). Let g E G be an element of order p and let Cg be the cyclic subgroup 
generated by g. Consider the restriction of the representations p*l/ and V to Cg. 
Their total Chern classes are equal. As dim I/= dim v)*V we get from Lemma 4.2(i) 
an isomorphism VI,g=v)*VlcE. It implies the equality of characters x,,(g)= 
x,+,(g) =x&u,(g)) for an arbitrary complex representation I/ of G. It follows easily 
from the Peter-Weyl Theorem that characters of a compact Lie group separate con- 
jugacy classes. Hence g and cp(g) are conjugate. 
(ii) First let us observe that the Chern character ch(G) : R(G)+H**(BG; Q) is a 
monomorphism. Let Tc G be a maximal torus. We have the following commutative 
diagram: 
res 






From Lemma 4.2(ii) we know that ch(T) is injective. The restriction of characters 
to the maximal torus is also injective. Hence ch(G) is a monomorphism. 
As the Chern character is a natural transformation on the category of groups and 
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their homomorphisms we obtain that v, * : R(G) +R(G) is the identity. It implies as 
before that v, preserves conjugacy classes. 0 
4.3. Remark. There is a result similar to Proposition 4.1 due to Brown [4]. It states 
that any endomorphism u, : G-+ G of a compact connected Lie group inducing the 
identity p* : H*(G; fR)+H,(G; iR) on real homology is inner. 
4.4. Remark. From the Quillen description [lo] of the prime ideal spectrum of 
H*(BG; &,) it follows that if v, E Aut*(G; Zp) then v, preserves conjugacy classes of 
elementary abelian p-subgroups of G. 
If the order of an automorphism of a finite group is prime to p we have the 
following refined version of Proposition 4.1. 
4.5. Theorem. Let G be a finite group and let v, E Aut*(G; Zp) be an automorphism 
of order prime to p. Then v, preserves conjugacy classes of elements whose orders 
are powers of p. 
Proof. Let G’ be the semidirect product of G with the cyclic group C= (p) generated 
by the automorphism v. Clearly the inclusion G6G’ induces an isomorphism 
H*(G’; 7$)zH*(G; Zp). Now the assertion is equivalent to saying that there is no 
fusion of p-elements from G in G’. This follows from the Atiyah spectral sequence 
[I] as explained in the proof of Theorem 2.2 in [8]. 0 
In the last theorem it is enough to assume that Hq(~; &) is an isomorphism for 
all sufficiently large 4. Assuming only that H2(@; Z) is an isomorphism we have the 
following 
4.6. Proposition. Let p be an automorphism of a finite group G satisfying 
H2(y?; Z) = id. Then v, induces identities on the factors of the lower central series 
{G,) of G. 
Proof. Recall Gt = G and G, + t = [G,, G] for n 2 1. We proceed by induction on the 
number of nontrivial factors for the series {G,}. One can easily see that the 
natural map G, /G, + , @ Gab + G, + i /G, + 2 given by x @ y y xyx- ‘y ’ is an epimor- 
phism. As Gab = H2(G; Z) we have the desired result. 0 
Theorem 4.5 enables us to identify the prime divisors of the order of Aut*(G; Z), 
like in Proposition 2.4, at least when G is a finite solvable group. For that we need 
a lemma. 
4.1. Lemma. Let p : G+ G be an automorphism of a finite solvable group such that 
the order of v, is prime to j G I. Suppose v, preserves conjugacy classes of all elements 
of prime power order. Then a, = id. 
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Proof. We specialize arguments from the proof of Theorem 2.3 [8]. We proceed by 
induction on the order of G. Suppose the assertion is true for all groups of order 
smaller than [Cl. Let A a G be a minimal normal subgroup in G. Solvability of G 
implies that A is an elementary abelian p-subgroup; hence it is p-invariant. The 
automorphism of the quotient group p : G/A *G/A clearly satisfies the assump- 
tion; hence @=id. Now it is enough to observe that p IA =id. In fact, then for any 
g E G we must have v(g) = gz for some z EA. Then g = p”(g) = gzd, if d = order of 
p. Consequently zd= 1 and z= 1 as (d, ICI)= 1. Thus p(g)=g. 
To verify that v, iA = id we can assume that the order of v, is a prime number. But 
then the fixed point subgroup A’= {a~.4 1 p(a) = a} is nontrivial and it is easy to 
check that it is normal. Hence by minimality of A,A’=A. 0 
4.8. Corollary. Let G be a finite solvable group or a finite group whose all cyclic 
subgroups are of prime po wer order. Then the 
by primes dividing the order of G. 
Proof. It follows from Theorem 4.5, the last 
In general, even if for every commutative 
needs not preserve all conjugacy classes. 
order of Aut*(G; Z) is divisible only 
Lemma and Proposition 2.4. 0 
ring R holds H*(p; R)=id, then ~7 
4.9. Example. We construct a finite group G with an automorphism v, E Aut*(G; Z) \ 
Au&(G). We start with the quaternion group 
Q*=(x,yJx4=1, x2=y2, yx=x_‘y). 
It acts on C, x C, via the homomorphism: 
cx : Qs + Q&x~) = C, x C, = Z,* x Z;c, GL,(Zs) = Aut(C, x C,). 
We form the semidirect product G = (C, x C’s) >a Qs. Each element of G can be uni- 
quely written as ‘ah’ for a E C, x C, and h E Qs. 
We define v, : G + G by the formula &ah) = ayhy - ‘. It is easy to check that a, is 
an automorphism of G. We verify that v~Aut*(G; Z). To see that let us choose 
Sylow subgroups Gp, p = 2,3 which are preserved by the automorphism p. Clearly 
(~7 IGo)*= id. The commutativity of the diagram 
H*(G; H)+----+ @ H*(G,; Z) 
1 
p=2,3 
v)* = (Plc)*o(~l 
T 
2 G, I* 
H*(G; Z)w @ H*(G,; Z) 
p=2,3 
in which horizontal arrows are manic implies that p* = id. 
Finally, an elementary calculation shows that a, does not preserve the conjugacy 
class of g = (0,1)x E G. Cl 
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We close with 
4.10. Question. Let G be a finitep-group. Does every automorphism ~1 EAut*(G; Z) 
preserve conjugacy classes? 
We even do not know whether in this case Aut*(G; Z)#Inn(G). On the other 
hand we have usually Inn(G) 5 Aut,(G). The smallest example of this sort seems to 
be the group 
G = Cs XI Aut(Cs) = C’s >a (C, x C,) = (x1 xl ((y) x <z>) 
where yP ‘xy =x7 and z- ‘xz =x5. The automorphism q : G-t G defined by p(x) =x, 
&)=y, q$z)=x4z belongs to Aut,(G)\Inn(G). However, from Remark 4.4 it 
follows that v, does not belong to Aut*(G; 77): it does not preserve the conjugacy 
class of the 2-torus, (y) x (z). 
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